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formatfactory is a dvd ripper that helps you rip and backup
your dvd disc collection and convert your audio cd to mp3,
ogg, flac, wma, ape, aac, wav, vqf, wav, and wma formats.
formatfactory not solely helps you rip and backup dvd discs,
however it may additionally rip and convert your audio cds to
mp3, ogg, flac, wma, ape, aac, wav, vqf, wav, and wma
formats. the code additionally gives the power of customize
file output settings and may adding of tags or own
watermarks. andy formatfactory is a free media converter and
dvd/cd burner. it allows you to convert various files, e.g. mp3,
mp4, wav, ico, mov, m4v, mp2, amr, mkv, pcx, tga, tif, etc, to
other formats, e. gif, jpg, bmp, png, tga, avi, mpg, mp4, mov,
m4v, mp2, amr, mkv, pcx, tga, etc, and burn various files, e.
dvd, cd, etc, to the dvd/cd. the software is easy to use and
fast, and it supports batch conversion. the software can be
used free for home and personal use, but for commercial use,
the software may need a fee. formatfactory is a very flexible
and powerful free multimedia converter. with this converter,
you can convert almost any media files into different formats
easily and quickly. it supports almost all popular media
formats, including mp3, mp4, wav, ico, 3gp, mov, m4v, mkv,
mp2, amr, m4a, mp2, amr, mkv, pcx, tga, tif, etc. with the
help of this tool, you can convert any media files from one to
another. moreover, the program has a built-in dvd/cd burning
function. it is easy to use and has a user-friendly interface.
formatfactory is a free multimedia converter and dvd/cd
burner which can convert almost any media files into different
formats easily and quickly. with this converter, you can
convert almost any media files into different formats easily
and quickly. it supports almost all popular media formats,
including mp3, mp4, wav, ico, 3gp, mov, m4v, mkv, mp2, amr,
m4a, mp2, amr, mkv, pcx, tga, tif, etc. it is easy to use and
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has a user-friendly interface.
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